Dear Friends,
You're Getting Dumber. Stop it! We Need Your Brain to Stop
the Pain of Tyranny!
Now, you may already know how to avoid being dietarily and
pharmaceutically dumbed down, but your relatives and friends are
clueless. This means that those around you have been zombified,
and therefore, they will obey official orders to come after you or
they will rat on you when our steadily emboldened diabolical rulers
OUTLAW:
~ backyard gardens,
~ solar panels,
~ oil of oregano,
~ baking soda,
~ peroxide,
~ bartering,
~ refusing to be vaccinated,
~ dirty dishes in your kitchen sink,
~ lawn grass that exceeds 3 inches in height,
~ driving a car without a secretly embedded tracking device,
~ eating non-GMO food,
~ drinking reverse osmosis water to filter out brain-calcifying fluoride,
~ wearing a tin-foil hat to avoid having your brain's memory reset to
zero by the high powered smart meter that is forcibly attached to
the side of your house,
and on and on and on . . . .
Therefore, you can *not* afford to let this crusade pass by.
If you neglect to join this crusade, you and I will suffer the agony
of being crushed by this enveloping, suffocating tyranny.
Friends, allies, brethren in God's truth and justice: first view this
brief clip from one of the most prophetic movies I have ever seen.
Following that is a somewhat laborious, but persuasive video
documentary for you to show people of conscience that they are
being insidiously dumbed down for the kill, like cattle in a slaughter
house. You can begin this crusade by forwarding this email to others.
John DiNardo
Movie: "SLEEPER" (1973)
Woody Allen is cryogenically frozen in a New York hospital in 1973,
and is thawed out in the year 2068 by freedom-fighters opposing
the "big brother" one-world tyranny. He is chosen to be unfrozen

because he has no current social security number, no microchip skin
implant -- no means of being tracked by the tyrannical government.
He meets up with Diane Keaton, one of the dumbed-down sheeple
who have been brainwashed by the tyrants into believing that the
free-thinking minority are enemies of the state, and therefore, are
enemies of the people, and that they must be reported to the police.
This strikingly prophetic movie has now come true, and you and I
are fast becoming enemies of the state for merely wanting to
breathe clean air.
JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWG-wmIdGdg
Scientific evidence showing that Americans are being insidiously
brain-damaged in order to subdue them for sociological subjugation.
http://greenvalleynaturalsolutions.com/BVP/vsl-2995MOB.php?

